
We help You to create a fabulous home



In 2009 Wesse was founded out of a passion and 
respect for product design and natural materials 
that provide a healthy, clean living environment. 
Wesse strives to support ecological concerns by 
delivering high-quality, environment friendly 
furnishing elements made from natural materials 
with a natural finish. 

In order to preserve values inherent in nature and 
natural wood, Wesse designs and produces 
furniture from different wood species. For 
centuries wood has been used as a traditional 
and valuable building material for homes and 
furnishing elements. 

 



Products designed by Wesse use only 100% 
natural colours, waxes and oils to preserve the 
natural appearance of the wood and to create a 
clean, safe living environment. Through the use of 
natural raw materials and finishes we assist you 
in creating a safe living environment that is free 
of air polluting toxic compounds and unpleasant 
smells caused by processed materials. 

All manufacturing processes have been designed 
to minimise damage to nature. Our production and 
finishes use local raw materials and we 
collaborate with Estonian small producers. We 
believe in the sustainability of Estonian design 
and production and see that there is a place for 
them in Scandinavia and elsewhere in Europe. 

We are convinced that contemporary and 
environment friendly products allow to create a 
safe, unique and delightful living environment. 
Wood has long been a traditional building material 
for homes and furnishing items within homes. 
Processed wood used to be unaffordable or 
technologically unavailable in the early days, 
therefore natural wood was widely used. Wood 
furniture and other furnishing items have, ever 
since, been an integral part of homes.

Products  Custom-made furniture
Established  2009
Turnover  500 000 eur
Export markets Finland, Germany





Andvantages working with us:

 Custom-made furniture
 Hand-made furniture
 Flexibility in the production
 Personal touch to each customer
 Communication with professional   
 designers that ensures the best service.

Get in touch!

Wesse Engineering LLC

Tallinn showroom
Tatari 64, IV floor
10134, Tallinn

Tartu office
Rüütli 21/23
51006 Tartu

E-mail: hello@wesse.ee
Web: wesse.ee
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